
     Part One : Leadership and Personality 

                  Chapter one :  Leadership 

                  Chapter two :  Personality 

 

Every child and all natural creatures are  

                             constructed  

                                     by  

Natural  scientific Essence ( WVLMSFTA etc.) and 



                      Functions by NS Properties 

        But  socialization of the child is by  

       Non NS essence ( WVLMSFTA etc. and 

       Non NS Functions ( TTAL) or 

            Thinking, talking, acting, living.   

 

                        )))))))(((((())))))((((((((( 

              ((((((((((((()))))))(((((()))))))))))))))))) 

Points in the chapter one 

1. Emphasizing point 

2. Starting point  

3. Three different universes 

4.  There are three different Leaderships 

                1. A      Man-made Leaderships 

                1. B       Religious Leaderships 

                1. C      Natural Scientific Leadership 

 

              (((((())))))))))(((((((((((((())))))))))))))) 

 1. A.    Different ” Man-Made ” mong others  

                    Democratic Leaderships  



 

                 /  Individual Democracy 

               /  Western - Representative Democracy 

               /  Marxist - Democratic Centralism 

               / Anarchist Direct Democracy and 

              / All Humanity Democracy decision-Making  

                         and Leadership 

 

        / The Impact of the Mobile and Internet in 

decision-making and leadership 

                /  Democratic paradox  :  

                                 Democratic dictatorship 

 

 

 

 

 

    1. B     Religious Leaderships 

   

             1. B. 1.  Women's position in the natural scien-

tific creation 

                 1.B. 2.    Leadership 

           Does the MEP ( the Creator) 

                               interfere in human life 

                               by sending Messenger ? 

                   1. B. 3.    Holy Books as constitutions 

                   1.B. 4.     Holy places 

                   1. B. 5.    Economy 

                   1. B. 6.    Weapons and war 

                   1. B. 7.    An all time enmity with the MEP 



                                  By Separating people into different  

 religions. 

 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

               

     1.C.   Natural Scientific leadership   

 

      C I.   Natural scientific leadership 

      C II.  In the case of human properties  

                    or applications 

       C III.   Natura scientific leadership 

Summary 

                (((((((((((())))))))))(((((((((((((())))))))))))))) 

  

  

1. Emphasizing point   

 Nothing is analyzed in this book ideologically, 

Everything it is analyzed for  being  

       Natural scientific or man made.  

              ((((((((((((()))))))(((((()))))))))))))))))) 

2.   Starting point  



 

In the same way that,  

the whole natural universe including human being 

has been created, without any human help or any 

man made innovation  

In the same way, can  

    The whole universe be studied “ natural scientific” 

    without any man made laws, values, mathematic, 

    technologies, aims etc. thereby 

So long studies  are not without any human innovated 

     intellectual and physical means are not creation 

     aimed natural scientific studies. 

  

        (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

 

3. Three different universes 

I. New born child 

A. a new born child is not born as 

Moslem, Christian, Jew  ….. 

On the other side 

B. child do not born  as 

Messenger,  Calif, Imam, Pope, Rabi  

              Or  



King, sultan, prime minister, president, 

Chief of communist party etc., 

In addition 

C. child has not with himself or herself, 

money, Bow and arrow, sword, machine gun 

atom bomb etc. 

           0000000000000000 

 ( cause of  mentioning Bow and arrow and 

sword here is the point, when the MEP 

(Creator) 

Does not create these things,  these means that 

The MEP is against violence and dictatorship, 

thereby, those who attacked other people and  

other countries in the name of MEP creator ,   

 they were not for  the MEP  they were 

soldiers of killing, plundering etc. they where 

Classic barbarians.) 

 (((((())))))))))(((((((((((((())))))))))))))) 

 



II.  –  Man made un – natural scientific universe 

 

      De – natural scientific Socialization of children by 

a. Man made un – natural scientific nutrition 

b. Man made ( un - natural scientific) 

         religions 

c. Man made political un - natural ideologies 

d. Man made un -natural economy activities 

By Money and ownership etc. 

e. Man made military powers by different 

        weapons 

         Result of these unnatural socializations are 

 Different psychological, physical, social 

 Environmental etc. diseases an problems 

 As we see in 2020  

 (((((())))))))))(((((((((((((())))))))))))))) 

 

 

III. Natural Scientific Universe 

 

Function of human body and universe 

       Without man made intellectual and physi-

cal innovation, because these man mades are 

Un natural scientific interference activities in 

Natural scientific function of human body and 

the universe. 

  Following Human body’s and  nature’s  

     natural scientific 

  ( WVLMSFTA etc.) will lead humanity to 

Natural scientific societies and natural  

Scientific socialization of children by leaving 

behind the man made ( WVLMSFTA etc.) 



 

  

 (((((())))))))))(((((((((((((())))))))))))))) 

  

4.  There are three different Leaderships 

                1. A      Man-made Leaderships 

                1. B       Religious Leaderships 

1. C      Natural Scientific Leadership 

 

                 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

 

1. A.  Different ” Man-Made ” Democratic  

Leaderships  

 

               /  Individual Democracy 

               /  Western - Representative Democracy 

               /  Marxist - Democratic Centralism 

               / Anarchist Direct Democracy and 

              / All Humanity Democracy decision-Making  

                         and Leadership . 

              /Impact of the Mobile and Internet on the Lead-

ership styles 

 

(((((((((((())))))))))))))))((((((((((((((())))))))) 

 

1.  The Individual Level or the Individual Democracy 

 

Choosing, deciding, and doing in the individual level 

by everybody, herself or himself. 

 



(((((((((((())))))))))))))))((((((((((((((())))))))) 

 

2.     Representative Democracy and Leadership 

 

Democracy in its general use means " ruled by the    peo-

ple." 

    Based mainly on the following points, the followers of   

the Representative ddemocracy choose this kind of de-

mocracy, among others, because of 

 

I. The Impossibility of the collection of people in larger  

     Levels for direct decision making and 

II. avoiding anarchy, because of too many different, 

ideas etc. 

 

(((((((((((())))))))))))))))((((((((((((((())))))))) 

 

3.  Marxist Democratic Centralism and Leadership 

 

According to the Great Soviet Encyclopedia : 

“  The essence of the " democratic centralism" lies in 

the combination of democracy and centralization. 

Democracy : Is the sovereignty, independent activity and 

initiative of 

the toilers, and the election of directing bodies and their 

accountability to the masses. 

 

Centralization : consist of leadership coming from one 

centre, 

subordination of the minority to the majority. 



discipline and the subordination of particular interests to 

general interests in struggle to achieve the goal that has 

been set. 

Although democracy and centralism are contradictory 

and are in 

perpetual conflict in societies 

based on class antagonism, 

under the conditions of socialism, they are in dictatorial 

unity “. 

( Great Soviet Encyclopaedia V.8 - 117) 

 

(((((((((((())))))))))))))))((((((((((((((())))))))) 

 

 

4.  Anarchist Direct Democracy and Leader-

ship 

 

According to the Oxford Companion to Politics of the 

World 

" the central theme of all anarchist doctrines, 

is the illegality of the state, but 

the central theme of non-anarchist, political philosophy is 

the legitimacy of the state, the right of the state to rule. 

As the term " direct " means, 

this democracy like the representative democracy, 

a.   does not give the power to representatives. 

b.  like democratic centralism, does not give the power to 

any party even Marxist and 

in its own, direct case, there are 

            two kinds of anarchism, 

c.    Anarcho - Cyndicalism which accepts the 



Cyndicalistic power construction and 

d.   Anarcho - communism which rejects even this 

representative - collectivist form of leadership. 

They believe in direct democracy.” 

( end of the quote?) 

 

(((((((((((())))))))))))))))((((((((((((((())))))))) 

 

5.  All Humanity Democracy 

An hypothetical situation in which around  

( 8000 000 000) 

people will take part in a decision. 

Again and again, based on this point that 

both the human body and all natural beings 

are NS beings, thereby 

It is not the number of people who decide 

whether a decision is right or wrong, 

It is rather the NS result of the decision 

which shows whether the decision is right or wrong. 

 

              ((((((((((((()))))))(((((()))))))))))))))))) 

 

 

6.        The Impact of the Mobile and Internet in 

decision-making and leadership 

 

By access to the internet and mobile, 

It can’t be said that 

because of local distances and 

huge number of people in countries, 



taking directly part in decisions is impossible. 

 

Because in this time, 

everyone can take part in decision making in different ar-

eas, instead of choosing some people for 

decision-making, organs like parliament. 

 

(((((((((((())))))))))))))))((((((((((((((())))))))) 

 

 7. Paradox of democracy : democratic  dictatorship 

     Because by the mobile, from almost everywhere, eve-

rybody can take part in decision-making 

at the same time, to avoid a paradox of Democracy 

namely  

Democratic Dictatorship. 

As it is known, for example, in an election with result 

51 % – 49 % 

49 % must follow 51 %. 

Something which is not less than a kind of dictatorship 

namely, a Democratic Dictatorship. 

If  51 % of four years time,  

was lead by majority part and 

     49 % of four years, by minority part, 

 Then could be said democratic leadership. 

(((((((((((())))))))))))))))((((((((((((((())))))))) 

 

8 Subjectivity of democracy 

    A. Human being is a natural scientific being, 



         Constructed and functions by Natural scientific   

Values,  laws, technology etc. but  

b. Man made laws, values, technologies , leadership 

              are not natural scientific, thereby irrelevant 

              to human body and Nature. 

 based on natural empirical reality , 

even man made existing physical empirical realities   

are not “real empirical realities” they are man made , “ 

subjective, not real empirical realities.  

all human diseases , damages in societies, nature and 

space are result of these man made, subjective not real, 

laws, values, technologies, leadership etc. 

(((((((((((())))))))))))))))((((((((((((((())))))))) 

 

 

9. Nominalistic view and studies on  

                  society and development direction,  

                    including democracy and leadership, etc. 

According to nominalists, 



  We don’t know that what will be development direction 

                       Up, down, right, left. 

Nominalists base their studies mainly on the  

             Present normative man made , subjective  or not 

natural scientific empirical realities. In other words 

          They search on the “ emperor’s new clothes” . 

This nominalistic , “ we don’t know “ is 

Like complex of the uncertainty principle and 

superposition for adherents of uncertainty, in quantum 

physics which 

                      is a super position for  

       sewing new clothes for human society  

                         and universe. 

 

   

)))))))))))))))))))))))))((((((((((((((((((((((((( 

(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))) 

 

1. B  Religious Leadership 

 

Because of , intellectual relativity of every individual  

       and the whole humanity together 



views in this study can be up to 100 % wrong.  

 But so long 

views are not falsified, they will be defended. 

(((((((((())))))))))((((((((((())))))))))))))))))   

The Different Points in religious thinking and societies :  

 

    1.  Women's position in the natural scientific creation 

    2.  Leadership 

    3.  Holy Books as constitutions 

    4.  Holy places 

    5.  Economy 

    6.  Weapons and war 

    7.  A daily enmity with the MEP 

Separating people into different religions. 

 

 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

1. B. 1  Women's natural scientific creation  

 

For the birth of every child, 

there must be one woman and one man, 

without each one of them , there will not be any child 

thereby, in a NS empirical reality, 

with millions of undeniable examples every day, 

the so-called “ less evaluation of women” 

is man-made – not creation-made and 

thereby, not MEP-made. 

Without “ a woman” , there will not be any man and 

without “ a man “ there will not be any woman. 



This means that in the MEP's NS creation 

a woman is 50 %  and a man is 50 % and 

1 woman  +  1 man  = 1 human being 

in contrast with what has mainly happened and is hap-

pening 

with women in human history and the world. 

 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

1. B. 2  Religious Leadership 

 

Not only 

the Leadership of 

/ Emperor, Sultan, King, 

/ Rabbi, Pope, Khalife, Emam, Mofty, Ayatollah, or 

/ President, Prime Minister, Chief of Party etc. 

are rejected 

Even 

a. The leadership of every individual over her or his own 

body and 

b. The leadership of all humanity together 

are NS as well not man made  

with above mentioned  titles. 

================== 

This irrelevance  is basic and cause of almost 

all human intellectual, physical, social, environmental 

etc. diseases and problems and so long humanity does not 

follow own body’s and universe body’s natural scientific 

constitutions, humanity will face different diseases and 

problems.  

 ========================  

Again, in the case of leadership , 

different dimensions of essence ( WVLMSFTA etc.) 



of every natural creature is 

its, her his constitution for 

thinking about, acting according to etc.  

                    (((((((((()))))))))))((((((((())))))))))) 

 

 

          Does the MEP ( the Creator) 

             interfere in human life 

               by sending Messenger ? 

 ((((((((((()))))))))))((((((((())))))))))) 

According this study , 

 The MEP does not interfere , 

 Some examples :  

 1.  Not interfering Religious 

A. Nobody is born as 

Moslem , Christian, Jew, Hindu, 

Buddhist  etc. 

B. Nobody is born as religious leader 

Like, Calif, Imam, Pope, Rubin etc. 



C.  MEP or the Creator has not created 

religious books and buildings 

2. Not interfering Political 

Nobody is born as  

King, sultan,  shah, emperor 

President, prime minister, 

Chief of the communist party etc. 

Thereby MEP has not interfered political 

 

 3 . Not interfering economic 

A. MEP has not created any kind of Money 

and 

B. Has not given ownership right  of even 

one particle  not only to a single human 

being, even not to the whole humanity, 

Nothing in the universe is for owning, 

Because 

 from not discovered particles 

to the whole universe 



every natural being is a natural scientific 

book for study of human being for 

 a natural scientific life. 

Thereby , MEP has not interfered economic 

    In human life. 

3. Not interfering military 

A. Nobody is born as soldier, sergeant, 

general etc. 

B. MEP has not created , pill and bow, 

Sword of the classic barbarians and 

Machine gun , atom bomb etc. 

Of the modern barbarin which 

Are endless worth than classic one. 

 Because, they , kill more people and , 

     damage even, earth, air, 

space etc. as well. 

Thereby, 

           MEP has not interfered military in human life. 

 . 



4. Not interfering technologically 

A. Buildings 

While the MEP has Created, atom, cell, 

human  brain, earth, sun and the whole 

universe 

       And every one of them With their 

           Natural scientific buildings 

And while MEP could create man made buildings 

for living, but 

 ( it, she, he)has not interfered in 

human freedom  of self choosing way of living 

and has not created  man made buildings. 

B. Transport means   

Despite, MEP created atom, cell, human 

brain, earth, sun, stars etc. 

With unimaginable moves, 

While MEP could create bicycle, car, 

airplane, but has not done and 

Thereby has not interfered in human 

transporting life. 



C. Communication and other man made 

technologies 

Meanwhile, MEP , 

 Has created , atom , with atom technology, 

    Cell with cell technology, 

    Human brain with brain technology and 

   The universe, with universe technology, 

But  

Meanwhile he could create man made 

innovation means but has not created no 

one of them, why ?  

According to this study, 

Needed means for living existing in  the 

universe, but human being , 

Instead of going after discovering them, 

Human being goes after innovating needed      

means. 

This point is developed in part two, 

chapter three. 



In this way MEP has not interfered in 

technological life of human being. 

 

6 . Nutrition , 

 Despite MEP has created both human being 

      And all nutrition articles and know them   absolutely ,  

has not said what should people eat and drink or not eat 

and drink. 

 Only MEP shows result of what everybody 

do , in their body and life. 

 Thereby MEP has not interfered in human nutrition life. 

7. Clothing, 

Despite MEP has created heat, cold, insect etc. 

And their effects in human body, 

 Has not created “ cloth “ for human being 

Thereby, has no interfered in human way of 

protecting  herself or himself in this relation. 

8. Decision for having child 



Despite MEP create the child, but does not tack 

part in woman and man’s decision – in having  

child . in this way, MEP does not interfere in 

their decision. But after parents decision, creating 

the child I with MEP.    

9. Endless etc.   

((((((((((()))))))))))((((((((()))))))))))   

  

  

  

                     ((((((()))))))))))((((((((())))))))))) 

Now we go back to the question of this point 

                 Does the MEP interfere in human life 

                        by sending Messenger ? 

        ((((((()))))))))))((((((((())))))))))) 

   In this research 

 Based on, 

1. MEP has not given any kind of  



Leadership to anybody, and 

2. By giving properties like among others 

Thinking, awareness, volition, decision 

making, acting ( TAVDA) etc. 

Has given the right of thinking , 

becoming aware and choosing –  

                                    to human being 

 Thereby 

Again according to this study  

Sending a messengerby MEP, 

is interfering in human life and 

  Thereby  

         is impossible. 

 ((((((()))))))))))((((((((())))))))))) 

 

 

         MEP’s role in the universe 

   Related to DCD er ( Decider, Creator, Developer 



                     Related to the DCD, natural beings are  

 2 groups 

1. Beings with , thinking, awareness, volition, decision 

mankind, acting, ( TAVDA)  like human being. 

This group can think, become aware ,make decision 

and act. 

2. Beings without these properties 

Like matter and energy  

This group because of not having (TAVDAetc.) 

properties, 

A. Not only they can’t act themselves,  

B. They are even unaware of their existence 

For ex. Matter and energy, 

Not only they have not done even an act 

themselves in the creation, 

They are even unaware of their own existence 

In this universe. 

Both matter and energy are only two means for 

the MEP for presenting own thoughts to human 

being and developing her and him  



Natural scientific for a natural scientific life. 

    As it has been developed, 

1.  MEP does not interfere in the life of 

            Beings with (TAVDA) etc. 

MEP in relation to this group ( it,she,he ) 

Is like a Guide with a  guiding leadership 

 Like a tourist guide ( without any power in 

relation to the tourists )who gives information to  

Tourists . for example, 

 

/  Those who are interested in atom , cell etc. 

  MEP shows 

To researcher among others ( WVLMSFTA etc.) 

Of the atom, cell etc. 

/ Or  show results of bad nutrition in different 

illnesses I human body, 

/ or damaging nature in physical body of human 

and nature. 

 but 



     2. In the case of beings without (TAVDA) etc. 

        MEP is the absolute decider. Because they are not  

        At least aware of their own existence. 

 

((((((()))))))((((((()))))))))) 

 

 

 

In the case of children 

So far in human history, parents had more 

general information about life but 

In present daily life, for the first time, 

children by using mobile and internet, 

generally know more than their parents. Thereby 

even children can earlier take part in decision making. 

The mobile, computer and internet etc., 

are establishing the basis of the future's 

   post-democratic natural scientific societies with 

     universal construction and universal function. 

But 

at the same time, the present man-made societies 

are changing towards the NS societies, 

at the same time, 

the human-innovated Mobile and Internet 

will change as well, to the non-physical 

natural scientific essence of the creatures and the uni-

verse 

as a new mobile and Internet in which, 

everybody’s mind is her or his website in 

almost 8000 000 000 minds of all humanity’s 



essence internet instead of 

the man-made mobile and Internet at the present time. 

By using 

WVLMSFTA etc. network of inorganic and organic be-

ings etc. thereby, 

the Leadership becomes universal natural scientific es-

sence, and 

by following the natural sciences, 

will follow humanity the MEP of the natural universe. 

 

 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

1.B.3   Holy Books as constitutions 

 

One of the wonders of the Creation is this point that, 

the Creation does not lack any thing thereby 

every un-natural innovation, including holy books which 

are not created by the MEP, do not belong to the MEP. 

 

All universes with all creatures on them and in them are 

The Encyclopaedia of the MEP 

in different subjects like : 

/ the body of an atom as a book about the atom 

/ the body of a plant as a book about plants 

/ the body of an insect as a book about insects 

/ the body of a bird as a book about birds 

/ the body of an animal as a book about animals 

/ the body of a human as a book about human. 

   / etc. 

As it is a reality in natural scientific studies of the world, 

every creature is studied as a book. 

But 



the so-called Holy Books First of all, 

they are not created by the MEP 

like the book of an atom, the book of a cell, the book of 

the human brain etc. 

Secondly, 

they are not even written by the messengers. 

Thirdly 

they are written a very long time after the messengers. 

 

                  :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

1. B. 4   Holy Places 

 

First of all again, the Creation does not lack anything 

Every creature's intellectual and physical body is a build-

ing like 

/ the body of an atom as an atomic building 

/ the body of a plant as a plant biological building 

/ the body of an insects as an insect biological building 

/ the body of a bird as an bird biological building 

/ the body of an animal as an animal biological building 

/ the body of a human as a human biological building. 

/ etc. 

All these buildings are natural, created by the MEP but 

Man-made buildings are not created or built by the MEP. 

As it has been mentioned before, nothing is analyzed in 

the book ideologically. Analyzing is about, the point is 

man made or nature made. 

 

                  ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

1. B .5    Economy 



 

Again , firstly the natural scientific universe does not 

lack anything 

A. Money, banks etc. 

          Money, banks etc. are not taken here, 

     from the ideological point of view, 
they have been taken from 

“ being natural creature or not “  point of view. 

 

       Like the building, car, airplane, mobile etc. 

they are man-made, 

they are not  natural and thereby, 

they are not created by the MEP. 

B. Ownership 

       Again these point are not ideologically related, 

       it is rather nature related, for being natural or 

man-made. 

Nobody has created even one particle of the universe, 

the whole universe has existed even before the 

human became aware of her or his existence, thereby 

not only a particle like an electron, 

does not belong to anybody 

even for mankind, her or his own body does 

not belong to her or him, because, they have 

not created their bodies. 

Sum : 

nothing of the natural universe belongs to 

/ any individual, 

/ any family 

/ any party 

/ any state 

/ not even the whole humanity, but 



every individual in humanity has  

                 “ natural access right” 

 to every natural creature, for her and his natural needs 

and NS studies and living in which 

                  / thinking is NS 

                  / talking is NS 

                  / looking is NS 

                  / decision making is NS 

                  / living is NS etc. 

Both in its physical and non – physical forms. 

 

Economy, Money and Ownership related to 

the human intellectual and social development. 

Pre money age 

in which there was not any existing money and thereby, 

there was not happening any activity with money. 

Money age 

in which money has played the main role in economic ac-

tivities. 

Card and code age 

in which everybody has a card with a code, 

now money is going out from the economy. 

Post, Card and code age 

in which even a Card and Code will disappear, 

At the last hand, 

In the natural scientific societies, 

Even the Card and Code, because of not being natural, 

will disappear from the human thinking and living uni-

verse. 

What will be replaced, will be…… 

nobody, has created the earth, the natural creatures, even 

his or her own body, 



thereby, nobody is the owner of anything. 

In this age, 

          everybody has universal access right 

to all natural creatures as different books, for reading or 

doing research on them in home universities in which 

everybody is a NS researcher, 

every natural creature is a book for study, and 

every place, even our bodies are different laboratories. 

 

 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

1. B . 6.  Weapons and war 

 

The Sword, Cannon, Bomb etc. are not natural creatures, 

they are man-made and not created by the MEP. 

The Logic of these means are  

“ ignorance, force and violence “ but 

the logic of the MEP by not creating them 

is logic, reasoning, in human inter – relation activities. 

and 

in the case of those people who don't believe in “ Logic “, 

the way is using the brain's “ affecting property “  

and affecting in the thinking world of such people. 

In other words, 

For stopping bad people, so long 

what is done has been mainly “ physical “ wars. 

But it should be done, “ intellectually” in the thinking  

   world of those bad people, in an intellectual discussion, 

a thought to thought discussion 

without any need of physical weapon, 

in other words again, 

bringing the “ physical “ field of dispute, 



to the “ non-physical “ thinking world “. 

surely those bad people who are unjust people 

can continue their unjust activities even intellectually, 

but so long they continue their bad activities, 

the fight against them should be continued. 

 

 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

1. B .7    an all time enmity with the MEP, by 

                  Separating people into different religions 

The MEP never divides people into different religions, 

like Moslem, Christian, Jew or 

Islam, Christianity , Judaism etc. 

This act is a man-made act for separation of people from 

each other and abusing them . 

This separation of everyday is enmity for the MEP who is 

one MEP and is for oneness and a unified people. 

 

As a natural scientific proof for this view, 

everybody can think of her or his own body. 

In this one body, 

the body consists of billions of individual cells 

all these billions of cells together are one human body. 

In this perspective 

1 = all = 1 

the first part of this view, the human body, has been evi-

dent 

in all human history, but 

the second part, namely the unity of humanity as one 

body, 

by entering into the natural scientific society, 

humanity will establish a universalized society in which 



1 = All = 1 

Establishing a universalistic natural scientific society  

is on the way, the man-made religious, left, right etc. so-

cieties are not natural scientific , they are 

irrelevant to human body and nature and result of this ir-

relevance is, existing human intellectual, physical, social 

and environmental diseases and damages. 

( this point is more developed in the 

 chapter on technology). 

 

)))))))))))))))))))))))))((((((((((((((((((((((((( 

(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))) 

 

   

 

 

 

1.C.   Natural Scientific leadership   

 

Essence ( software, constitution ) and 

property ( application ) leadership 

 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

    C.1   This leadership is based on the natural scientific  

 

              WVLMSFTA etc. and NS properties namely, 

 

W ( will ) is NS will, not the left, right, religious etc. 

wills 

   V ( Value ) is NS value not different man-made values 

 M ( Mathematic), is NS Mathematics , not different 



ideological M 

( Mathematic) in political, economic  etc. relations 

S ( Structure ) is NS, not different non NS structures 

like, 

     structures of presidency, religious leader, chief of 

party, 

        employee, worker etc. –these are not NS 

F ( Function ) is NS, not man-made functions like 

those related to each person’s own body, 

being, president, religious leader, chief of party, em-

ployee, a factory or worker in any man-made factory etc. 

these are not NS functions. 

thereby they have no place in NS Leadership. 

T ( technology ) man-made technologies are not NS

 technologies, 

A ( aim ) man-made structural, functional etc. aims are  

            not NS, only NS structures and functions belongs 

to 

the NS aims and thereby NS Leadership. 

 Thinking, activity, living  (TAL) etc. constructions, 

 should be NS constructions, in other words, 

everybody should think, be active, live as a NS re-

searcher, 

not like today in which the absolute majority of 

people’s TTAL (thinking, talking acting and living) are 

not NS with 

all intellectual, physical, social, environmental etc. 

problems as a result. thereby, 

Man-made constructions do not belong to the NS Leader-

ship. 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 



C.II.    In the case of human properties, 

      

 So long, they are not used 

natural scientifically, they are wrong, for example, Using 

the thinking property should be used as a NS  

researcher’s thinking, the activity property should be 

used as a NS researcher’s activity, the living property 

should be used as a NS researchers “ researcher life.” 

Thereby the man-made using way of properties, as it is 

today is not NS and does not belong to the Natural scien-

tific TTAL 

or thinking, talking, Acting , living ) way of leadership. 

 

 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

 

 

 

C III.    Natural scientific Guiding leadership 

 

Related to “ thinking brain”, 

natural creatures are divided in two groups 

1. Creatures “ with “ thinking brain like human  and 

2. creatures “ without“ thinking brain 

The first group especially human has among others 

has following properties, 

/ thinking  property ( application ) , 

/ awareness property 

/ evaluation property 

/will and volition property 

/ mathematical property 

/ technological property 



/ decision making property etc. 

Because of these properties 

Has human freedom of 

thinking, evaluating, deciding and leading own activities, 

But 

Creatures “without“ thinking, awareness  etc. properties 

not only they can’t play leadership role, they are even 

unaware about their own existence. Thereby, they are 

leading by “ deciding “ Leadership by the MEP. 

 This group because of not having TAVDA etc. proper-

ties, the can never be any 

DCDer or, Decider, Creator, Developer Thereby, 

The leader of their activities is MEP or 

Main Essence and Property or the Creator 

with a deterministic leadership. 

 

The MEP or Main Essence and Property of the uni-

verse or the Creator Plays 

a “ Guiding”  leadership for human by 

showing and presenting physical body of the Creatures 

and non physical Essence or (WVLMSFTA etc. and 

properties as constitution of every creature by which 

the atom, the cell, the human brain etc. are con-

structed and function. 

  

 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Summary, 

 

 

Emphasizing point   

 Nothing is analyzed in this book ideologically, 

Everything it is analyzed for  being  

       Natural scientific or man made. 

 

 

 Chapter One   

 

Neither, man made leadership 

Nor religious leadership are Natural scientific leader-

ship.  

Based on 

1.  Human body and the nature and universe are 

               Natural scientific beings, 

2..   Development dynamic of the human, intellectual 



      and social  development as the 

     “ actual empirical reality”  changes human 

thinking and living towards the 

Co – existence with 

 own body and nature which are NS Beings. 

3. This co – existence move will lead to the post    

      democratic or Natural scientific societies. 

Proves for the view are 

A. all NS researcher on human body and nature for    

      knowing them, following them and 

B. Avoiding damages on human body and nature. 

 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

In the case of democracy, in practice, from around 

8 000 000 000 individuals of the humanity, there are 

only around 100 persons who make 

the main decisions and lead the world, with Co-vid 19 as 

one of negative results of their leadership. This result 

shows that they are, 

/ political psychopath, 

                      / economic psychopath 

                      / military psychopath 

                       / industrial psychopath 

                      / religious psychopath etc. 

These around 100 People whose, own interests goes, 

before human and nature. 

  Result of their leadership is 



 Human sufferings and natures 

destruction in 2020 in which main parts of human 

ordinary life is paralyzed. 

So long, every individual, is not active in the universal 

questions different 100 psychopaths will continue their 

leadership and mislead the humanity. 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Starting point 

In the same way that,  

the whole natural universe including human being 

has been created, without any human help or any 

man made innovation  

In the same way, can  

    The whole universe be studied “ natural scientific” 

    without any man made laws, values, mathematic, 

    technologies, leaderships , aims etc.  

thereby 

So long studies  are not without any human innovated 

     intellectual and physical means are not creation 

     aimed natural scientific studies. 

 

                        ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Practicability and Falsification    

             Practicability of the view is 

Existing and functioning universe 

Which is created and functions 

Without any human help and 



Without any man made means 

  

            Falsification of the view by 

Falsifying the view by proving that 

Without human intellectual help or physical innovated 

means the universe could not exists and function. 

A prove which is absolutely, natural scientifically impos-

sible because the universe and body of everybody 

Has been existed before she or he becomes aware of her 

And his existence in this universe. 

 

 

Three evaluation points 

     Unimaginability 

              Living behind present man made societies and 

    Thinking, talking, looking, acting, living 

Natural scientifically, without any man made    intellec-

tual and physical WVLMSFTA etc. 

 is unimaginable but  

  Undeniability  

           This is undeniable that man made intellectual 

and physical WVLMSFTA etc. are not natural scien-

tific and result of this un – natural scientifically is 

All human intellectual, physical, social, environmental 

Etc. diseases and problems. 

    The only way 

 Based on undeniability, the only way is 

        the main natural scientific WVLMSFTA etc. 

        and property way. 



 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Chapter Two :    

     

                        The Personality   

 

Different Parts of the Human Body 

in Relation to the Matter and Non-Matter 

 
        ((((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

         ((((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

 
  

 

 
I.          Intellectual Relativity 

 

   of everybody and the whole humanity together and 

based on this relativity, 

every view is relative and thereby can be up to 100 % 

wrong. 



Views mentioned in this book is not any exception 

namely 

Can be up to 100 % wrong. 

 

 

             ((((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

         ((((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

 

 

II.  Non matter ( thought ) and matter  

            In human brain 

 

Some examples for developing the point  

This study tacks human “ Mind” as an example for 

developing 

Matter and non matter. In which, 

 Neither mind  

 Nor its contents are physical, 

 Both of them are non physical.  

1- Physical universe  

               related to the Mind : examples 

A. Physical body of parents 

B. Physical body of a Mobile 



C. Physical body of an airplane  

2. Human brain 

  A. Physical part of the Brain which  

       Can be seen, touched physically. 

B. Brain’s non physical properties or applications 

  By which physical impulses reached to brain 

  Coverts to non physical thoughts or concepts 

  For ex.  

Impulse from parents, mobile, airplane etc.     

converts to 

                      Non physical concept of the parents, 

        Mobile, airplane etc. and 

 Saves in non physical Mind. 

What is existing in the mind 

Neither are physical brain 

Nor physical parents, physical mobile, 

Physical airplane etc. 

Both mind itself and its contents are 



    Non physical thoughts or concepts etc.,  

3 . the Mind      

Is like an biological USB, in which are all non 

physical information collected. 

4. Non physical – physical togetherness 

     One of very s  trange but very butifull functions 

      In the universe is togetherness and cooperation of the  

Matter and non matter , like cooperation between  

   Non physical Mind and physical brain or 

Mind with physical body and Physical universe. 

Small summary: Non matter – Matter 

 Mind and its contents, are 

 Neither 

 physical brain 

 Nor  

             physical beings like parents, mobile, airplane. 

    

5..  Two different universes : 



a. Physical parts belonging to the physical universe 

Like physical brain,  etc. and  

b. Non physical thought, like human mind and its 

contents  belonging  to the 

                                    Non physical universe. 

 in this way very easy can we touch  

             difference between non matter and matter . 

   ((((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

  

 

        

Personality : Different points  

 

2.1       The Non-Physical Personality 

        2.1.1   The Personality in Different Lives 

         2.1.1.1   The Physical life with the physical body  
          2.1.1.2       The Non-Physical life 

          2.1.1.3    At the “Same time, life       
          2.1.4        Remembering : 

             Awake , thinking and remembering 

 2.2.               Non-Physical Essence    

            ( WVLMSFTA etc.) or Software . 

          2.2.1      Three different levels or areas of 

                         Non-Physical Essence or ( software)  



2. 3  Non-Physical Properties or applications 

2.4      The Non-Physical Individuality 

2.5      The Physical Body 

2.6                Functional process of  

/ non physical “Affecting property” 

               Of the human brain, for  both 

/  physical and non physical changes 

2.7 The Brains  Affecting property technology  

 Related to 

               / Own body 

               / Other people 

               / Other creatures 

2.8      Position of the brain in 

                   decision making and activities 

2.9     The Aim of Human Creation 

 Summary 

 

           (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

 

 

2.1       The Non-Physical Personality  

 
 

  The Personality  

         as in everybody’s or the individual’s 

      Leadership property or application which 

uses, among others, TAVDA, properties, and the body 

in everyday activities. as a result 

               neither, the physical part of the brain 

               nor the non-physical essence or bio. software of 



                           the brain, 

               not even these  properties 

play any DCDer ( deciding, creating, developing ) role in 

the function of the brain and body, thereby again 

the Decider ( even for using the deciding prop-

erty, the deciding property can’t itself start and make 

a decision) for 

Using  
the brain and body  in human activities. 

it is every individual’s  

  non-material Personality 

           that does the decision making and acting.. 

 

 

 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
 

In the post-democratic natural scientific societies, 

this personality use of the 

physical body is as a laboratory for 

searching information about the body, nutrition  

    articles and nature, these are 

            a natural scientific encyclopedia of 

the creation in daily life, Because every physical nat-

ural creature is, 

a written book which is a materialized ( converted   

to matter) form of the MEP’s thoughts written 

with a NS alphabet in a NS language etc. for 

teaching NS researchers the creation subjects for 

a NS life, by 



          Thinking NS, Looking NS, Working NS and 

Living like NS researchers. 

  

 
           (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

 

 

 
2.1.1   The Personality in Different Lives 

         2.1.1.1   The Physical life with the physical body 

The Present daily life by using the 

physical body, hands, feet, head etc., 

 

          2.1.1.2       The Non-Physical life 

      The Personality's activities, without the 

physical body, like sleeping time in which , 

the physical body of a person is in a place but, 

her or his non-physical personality moves to different  

places  without the physical body. 

 

                  ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



 
2.1.1.3    At the “Same time, life “  with and   

               without  the physical body.  

     in this case, 

      /  a person is awake and with other people, 

 /  the Personality moves without her or his physical 

body, 

     to other places and meets other people etc. 

      In this case, 

             a. The physical presence of the person and 

            b. The physical presence of the people around this  

  person, are not deciders for the person’s    



presence in a place, 

the decider is rather , the Personality and her or his 

thinking world, 

   ( the thinking property itself can’t begin and think,  

     it is the Personality who decides for thinking and     

decision making) thereby, 

 it is not thinking property or remembering 

property which decides for doing something, 

                      it is personality who is decider and doer. 

Again thereby, 

 In the case of “ same time life” 

When somebody stay in a place and talks with somebody 

 When suddenly he or she  

                      “ intellectually is not more in conversation, 

          It is personality who has left that place 

          It is not thinking or remembering properties which 

Has caused this “ not being there physical 

body is. 

 

              ------------------------------------- 

The most important point here to emphasize is 

 / leaving physical body in sleeping and 

 / “ same time”, life. 

Related to the matter and non matter, 
  there are three different universes 

   

1. Physical universe 

2. Non physical essence of the creature’s 

Universe, 

3. Togetherness universe in which  

Non physical essence and physical uni-

verses  



despite 
          Not being mixed in each others 

          Has a “ togetherness “ function. 

  Human personality, properties belongs to the  

   non physical universe. 

 

So long 
     This “ togetherness function” with own body  

         has happened 

 by the creational functional laws 

  like “ breathing “ etc.  

One of main natural scientific research points for human-

ity is discovering 

            how personality 

         Cuts “ togetherness “ function with her 

  Or his own body and goes everywhere  

                      Without physical body in the sleeping time 

                   Or 

          / in the case “ same time life “  

    How personality leaves  

       Her or his 

    “ togetherness life and universe “  

      And do other activities. 

 

After discovering way of, 

 Togetherness function and 

 Separated function of the personality 

Non physical personality can be everywhere in the uni-

verse, 

                From not discovered pre quarks 

                To , atom cell human brain, 



                To middle of sun and everywhere in the space. 

Because by  

         Learning and leaving “ togetherness function” 

         With own body, 

 Personality can leave physical body and 

 Without physical body, she or 

he immediately can be everywhere they 

wish. Immediately, because 

Personality is not a physical being. 

These points are developed more in chapters five and six.   

      :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

2.1.4 Remembering : 

      Awake , thinking and remembering 

In this case 

         It is the non-physical Personality who 

  seeks in the non-physical information collection of 

the mind ( biological USB) as a library of the collected 

information, for remembering something.This happens in 

everyday life for every person in the world. 

  :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

2.2.    Non-Physical Essence    

              ( WVLMSFTA etc.) or Software . 

The physical body of every natural creature is, among 

others, the materialized form of the following non-physi-

cal thoughts, the will, value, laws, mathematics, struc-

ture, function, technology, aim etc. 

For making this point intellectually touchable, you can 

think of an innovation of an innovator for ex. 

         Glassblower and innovating a Glass 

              ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



 

 

 

 

 

           Essence in three different levels 

 
 

                             (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

 

 

 



 a Glassblower and innovating a Glass 

 

Glassblower non physical Will, wants make a glass  

        for drinking water,                        W 

Glass has a non physical“value“ therefore it is wanted, V    

Glass has non physical laws, are used in making the 

 glass                                               L 

Glass its non physical mathematics which are used in  

            size of the glass        M 

Glass has its non physical structure, materialized in 

          Physical structure of the glass                         S 

Glass has its non physical function, physicalized in  

 Its physical using or function                     F 

Glass has its non physical, glass blowing technology in 

                                          its production                        T 

Glass has its non physical production aim                     

Materialized in using it in practice.           A. 

 

Different sections in making the glass    

 

1. All of these WVLMSFTA as soft ware are non 

physical thoughts, By using them the glass - 

blower 

Converts and gives form to them 

 in physical glass, for drinking water. 

 

2. Glass- blower properties or applications ( born 

with everybody) by using among others, innova-

tion and TAVDA property, leads the whole con-

verting process. 

  

3. Physical glass as “ matter” is used for making this 



           water drinking glass.  

Thereby, 

the physical Glass is constructed with, 

             / Non physical essence (WVLMSFTA etc. or  

                  soft ware and 

/ Non physical properties of the innovator 

                  Like “ innovation”  property and 

          through 

  / the  non physical personality of the innovator 

   by using, 

               / own physical body, 

               / essence or soft ware of glass, 

              // own properties or applications. 

 

  Now we come back to the Matter and the whole   uni-

verse. like the case of innovation 

  

The matter and the whole universe 

                    is constructed by 

        1. Non physical essence or soft ware of the matter, 

         2. Non physical properties of the MEP 

         3. Non physical Creator. 

   

In other words, 

The physical matter and universe construction,  

are prove for 

1. materialized or converted form of the non physi-

cal essence of  atom and universe. 

2. Their different functions are  proves for existence  

of  different non physical properties, like the crea-

tion, (TAVDA etc.)  

 



  

           (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

 

2.2.1      Three different levels or areas of 

                         Non-Physical Essence or ( software)  

  And properties ( applications) 

In this case, the non-physical Personality of eve-

rybody tries 

a. In relation to herself or himself 

    to have a non-physical essence or WVLMSFTAI life  

b. In relation to other people, 

    to have a NS essence co – relation with other people 

c.  In relation to other creatures 

to have a NS essence co – relation with other  crea-

tures, in other words, living in the 

     non – physical space of all physical, chemical, 

biological, mathematical, technological NS laws, 

by which 

the universe is constructed and functions and has 

its own ultimate goals. 

 

           (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

 

  

2. 3  Non-Physical Properties  

                Or Functional applications 

 

   Without Properties (bio  applications ) can’t the brain 

have different functions, for example, 



by the thinking property ( application ), the brain can 

think 

by the seeing property, the brain can think 

by the decision-making property, the brain can decide 

But no one of number 1 and 2 

has any TAVDA (thinking, awareness, volition, deciding, 

acting properties or applications thereby, 

/ not only all three can’t do anything themselves, 

/ they are not even aware of their own existence, hereby,  

they can never be any DCDer, decider, creator, devel-

oper. 

They are only tow  different means for creation’s DCDer. 

namely (The Creator’s ) MEP 

In the case of the Properties and TAVDA, 

the Property section of the brain has these TAVDA but, 

 no one of these properties can interfere in other proper-

ties’ functions 

for example, the deciding property, 

has not the awareness property for becoming aware of a 

situation for making a decision, thereby 

despite the presence of TAVDA in the brain 

even the properties can’t be any DCDer in 

the function of the brain and body. 

 

           (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

 

Different Properties 

 

L  = Living property 

T  = Thinking property 

A  = Awareness property 

T  = Talking property 



S  = Seeing property 

AF = Affecting property 

MFP = Matter feeling property 

                    MTP = Materialization of thought 

            TMP =Thoughtization of the matter property. 

                Etc. etc. 

 

 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

MFP = The property by which the human can 

feel non-physical thought or the software of 

the creatures in their physical forms, 

for example, the non-physical software of 

       an atom or a cell or a tree in their physical forms. 

How ? 

In the same way that everybody, 

/  by the non-physical living property can live, 

   ( a dead body, despite physically existing but 

Not living, because of lacking life property ) 

/ by the non-physical thinking property can think, 

by the seeing property can see, 

/ by the affecting property can affect both intellectually 

         and physically in her or his body, 

/ by the awareness property can become aware of 

the creatures around him or her, 

( Without this awareness, there is nothing, 

awareness recognizes the creatures‘ existence). 

  

In the same way, 

 

By the non-physical MFP or matter feeling property, 

the human can feel the non-physical 



essence ( WVLMSFTA etc.) or soft ware 

of the atom, cell, tree, human body etc. 

in their physical forms. 

The point is developed more in Chapter Four. 

 

A more touchable example for this point is the case of 

   the conversation between talker – hearer in which, 

the Talker 

wants to say something to the hearer, for example 

to ” invite “ her or him. 

This “ inviting” is only a “ thought” without any physical 

body in the talker’s brain. 

by “ materialization” (converting thought to matter ) 

property or application, 

this materializes in the talker’ brain, 

         this non-physical thought of “ invitation”, 

in the physical voice is “ I invite you. “ 

The result is, 

converting the non-physical thought of “ 

invitation “ to a physical voice. 

 

the Hearer 

receives a “physical voice of invitation” by the physical 

ears and thereafter 

the“ thought - ization “property or application of the 

hearer converts the physical voice, 

to the non-physical content of the voice, 

namely “ inviting “. 

 

In this process, 

       / the talker feels this materialized content in a mate-



rial or physical form, by the MFP Matter Feeling Prop-

erty, and  

 

/ feels the hearer’s 

thought –izied, content in the non-physical “ invitation  

thought “ by TFP or thought feeling property. 

 

 ******************* 

   Without the MFP or matter feeling property 

       human can’t feel anything in the physical form and  

   Without the TFP or thought feeling property 

 human can’t feel any physical thing in its non-physical 

essence form. 

 *******************  

 

Again, 

this process begins with a non-physical thought of the 

talker and 

after the materialization ( converting to 

matter ) in the brain of the   talker and 

thought - ization ( converting to thought )in the brain of 

the hearer, 

hearer’s non physical personality 

has the non physical message for 

ex. being invited to the talker. 

 

 (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((())))))))) 

 

2.4    Materialization of Thoughts in the Creation, 

 

In the same way that, 

the Talker’s non-physical thought converts to a physical 



voice, 

In the same way, 

The MEP who has given to the human 

the “ converting “ property, 

converts non-physical ideas and thoughts to physical 

creatures. 

For example, the MEP, 

converts ( its, her, his) non-physical ideas about the 

atom or essence of the atom, 

by ( its, her, his) materialization property, 

to the physical creatures. 

/ The non-physical essence of the atom gets a physical 

body, 

/ the non-physical essence or (constitution or  

software ) of 

a cell gets its physical body, 

/ the non-physical software of the brain and human body 

gets a physical body etc. 

 

The practicability    

of the view is 

     / the existing universe, 

     / the functioning universe at least is not aware 

about its existence. This unaware universe is the Ma-

terialized Form of the MEP’s Thoughts. 

 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

2.5     The Non-Physical Individuality 

 

The sum of all Natural Scientific capabilities which 



the human has in her or his creation for her or his differ-

ent activities and for his or her ultimate creation goal. 

According to this study, 

        the human is developing his or her personality to-

wards the creation aimed personality, namely towards 

 oneness with the creation aimed personality, 

in relation to his or her “own body” 

in relation to “other people “ 

in relation to “other natural creatures “.Thereby 

   The Individuality Power is very huge and 

        un- imaginable for the present human. 

 

The Natural Scientific proofs 

for these views and ideas are for 

all NS researches in the world researching the human 

         body and for all other natural creatures and are 

about using them natural scientifically. 

 

What is lacking is 

        A. the existence or number of creatures that are  

              researched by them 

         B. the number of people as researchers are almost 

none in other words, what is lacking is the universaliza-

tion of subjects and researchers. 

But, as it has been mentioned, 

the "development dynamic" as  

                      the actual empirical reality 

is changing different man-made, right, left, religious etc. 

societies and they are moving on their way towards the 

Natural scientific societies, in which 

          /  everybody will be a natural scientific researcher 

          / every Natural Creature will be a subject for study 



          / and the co-relation between them will be NS. 

In other words, 

         / thinking, will be NS as it is today in many      re-

searches like studies in medicine, chemistry, etc. 

          / looking , will be NS  ............................................ 

          / talking will be NS     .............................................. 

          / acting or working will be NS ------------------------ 

          / etc. etc. etc.  ......................................................... 

By learning and knowing the essence of the natural crea-

ture, natural scientifically will people follow the general 

essence and property  

           or software and  property of the creation 

 which is a copy of  

         the MEP (Main Essence  and  Property ) and 

thereby 

                     will follow the MEP, the Creator. 

In other words 

       individuality is the potential and capability of 

       the Personality of every healthy human, 

in the level of becoming relative All Knower, 

Because the human is created for searching 

         / On her and his body   

        / nutrition articles, 

        /  what so ever around  her or him etc. 

              for having " relative " best possible life. 

 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

 

2.5.1       Where are Individuality, Personality, Mind 

             and all other non-physical parts of every person ? 

 



.The position of "being with and  

togetherness " 

 

For finding the answer for this question, this study begins 

from : 

Nothing Point - Something Point 

in the creation 

1. Nothing Point 

      In this study, this is the point in which there was not 

any of the existing creatures in the universe, 

2.  Something Point, 

Based on this point that 

the existing universes, in the nothing point of 

creation, were not existing, but 

now they are existing, this means that, their existence 

proves that, 

Before the physical creation of universes 

there has been 

an Existing and 

Not Created "Being" 

who has created all natural creatures, 

          who is 

the main essence ( WVLMSFTA etc.) 

   and property of the present existing universe. 

. 

----------------------------------------------------- 

 

How are these non-physical functions 

in relation to our physical body ? 

 



Personality, Individuality, Mind etc. 

According to this study, 

Related to the physical place, 

the non-physical personality 

shows herself or himself 

in different physical acts, 

like talking, going, doing something, 

without his or her non-physical personality, 

there would not be any talking, going, etc. 

Like following for example the Mobile's camera and tak-

ing photos. 

1. The Non-physical Thought of " taking a photo,” 

      2. becomes materialized and takes "place” 

          by using the photo application and taking a picture. 

Hereby, 

      3.  the thought of " taking a picture " which 

had not any physical place in the universe, 

( thoughts belong to the "Non-physical” universe) 

takes place and shows itself 

together and with the physical photo. 

-------------------------------------------------- 

this " being with and togetherness " 

visualizes itself in the physical place 

from the non-physical thought in the re-

lated point and act. 

------------------------------------------------ 

It is the same in the case of 

 

1.  the human's non-physical 

                                essence's place, 

Personality’s place, 

property’s place, 



Individuality's place etc. 

       they belong to the " non-physical” universe. 

 

Physically, they are related to the physical universe, 

 they are nowhere but 

they are related to the "physical activities" 

they are with different human activities 

by 

The position of "being with and together-

ness". 
Every act visualizes 

the place of 

non-physical " thought" without any physical place 

in 

the related physical act by 

the non-physical personality. 

 

Hereby, 

Non – physical beings in the universe, including 

the human essence and property etc. 

have not any physical place in the physical universe, 

they belong to the non-physical universe. 

They show themselves in a “togetherness“ relation 

with 

/ physical activities and 

                      / physical bodies. 

 

 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

2.   It is the same with the MEP or the Creator 

By position of 

"being with and togetherness," 



the Non-Physical MEP 

Visualizes the MEP (itself, herself, himself ) 

and everything takes place, 

by “being with and togetherness.” 

For example, in the case of creation, 

the non-material essence ( WVLMSFTA etc.) of every 

creature and the whole universe 

does not play any DCDer role in Creation. 

The WVLMSFTA etc. are used by 

the MEP for the construction 

                    and function of the natural creatures. 

These thoughts are visualized , through materialization 

and they are giving a physical body  

to the creatures, by the MEP. 

 

 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

  

2.6   The Physical Body 

 

The physical body of the human being. 

         ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

 

2.7         Functional process of  

/ non physical “Affecting property” 

               Of the human brain, for  both 

/  physical and non physical changes 



 
 
  

 

Functional Process 

    Affecting Process  
    Non physical personality of every individual, by 

 
1.Using non material “ thinking “ property thinks 

    to do something, ex. talking. by 



2. by Using non material decision making Makes a  

     decision   ex. talking . by 

3.  Using non material “ affecting property, for 

4.  affects in non material talking property or  

     application of the brain and 

5.  Affects in physical organ of talking and there after 

6.  non physical personality’s , talks physically . 

Thereby, physical talking is  

           result of  5 non physical acts.  

  
     (((((((((((((()))))))))))))))(((((((((((((())))))))))))) 

  

 

    

 
2.8         The Brains  Affecting property technology  

 Related to 

               / Own body 

               / Other people 

               / Other creatures 

 

In the same way that, 

1. Everybody , through affecting property 

 Makes intellectual and physical changes 

             like, 

             Intellectual changes in ideas, views etc.  and 

             Physical changes, like going, sitting, doing 

 something and changing what so ever and 

    In the same way that 

2. All changes, in micro and macro levels of the 



universe, happens without their awareness 

by the Main Affecting property 

In addition 

 

   In the same way,  

                         Everybody has possibility of 

1. Related to her or his own body 

     make both intellectual and 

 Physical changes for ex. in 

                 /  WVLMSFTA of for ex. a cell or  

                 /  physical cell, 

         2..  related to other people and 

         3.  Related to other beings in the universe, 

Human can Do same intellectual and physi-

cal changes. 

   As it happens endless, cutting and connecting, 

 Birth and death of cells etc.  

 / in human body and 

 / in the whole universe 

    without human and universe’s awareness. 

   This intellectual and physical affecting and changing 

   Exists in every day life of every individual. 

    The first point for starting the process is 

 Discovering, the way that 

          How does the main “ Affecting property”  

 Or the MEP 

          affect and make physical and intellectual 

         Changes in human body and nature.   

There after, 

 / Not only  

                                    everybody can make needed  

  Changes in own body, 



   For ex. In own brain by 

     being her or his own surgeon 

 by 

   “ affecting property”  as her or his 

          Surgical knife and forceps 

       make needed surgeries in own brain 

/ even  

           can do same surgery in brains of  

           Other people  

/ other changes  

                                        in other beings, 

 both in micro universe and    macro        

universe of  other beings. 

     First needed mean is  discovering  

                            how, personality can 

                           act without physical body ?. 

     Thereafter, 

 Non physical personality of everybody    

    Can be inside every creature and wher-

ever of the universe, from 

            / not discovered pre quark beings 

            / to quark, atom, cell, earth and even middle 

               of the Sun,  

                        because, of not having physical body  

                                 with personality. 

 

 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
 

 

 



 

 

2.9        Position of the brain in 

                   decision making and activities 

The human brain is constructed by the non-physical es-

sence (WVLMSFTA etc.) or bio. software and 

functions by the non-physical properties or bio. applica-

tions, One important point here is this point that,  

Neither the physical brain, 

        Nor the non-physical essence and properties, are the 

user of the brain, It is rather, the non-physical Person-

ality of everybody. when somebody thinks, 

It is not the physical brain which thinks, 

It is rather the non-physical Personality who uses the 

thinking property and thinks .again 

           physical brain  

         is not even aware of 

 its own existence. 

 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

2.10     The Aim of Human Creation 

Everybody's 



Natural Scientific intellectual development 

towards 

Relative All Knowerness 

or 

I.   Everybody's 

thinking, looking, talking, working etc. ( TLTW etc.) 

in oneness with 

his or her own body's essence  ( WVLMSFTA etc.) 

II.                  Everybody's ( TLTW etc.)  oneness with 

the other people's bodies' essence. 

III. Everybody's ( TLTW etc.) oneness with the 

other natural Creatures’ essence. 

IV.             Everybody's ( TLTW etc.) oneness with the 

MEP Main Essence and Property ( application ) 

namely 

MER or the Main NS Empirical Reality of the Creation. 

The Creation’s aim as mentioned here is based on 

The Human trying to know and practice, among others, 

/ the nutrition subjects 

/ his or her own body 

/ nature, 

for a Natural Scientific healthy life. 

Not knowing the above mentioned points has resulted in 

the existing world with 

all damages and diseases in which 

                      even the air we breathe is damaged. 

This air pollution is one of the most clear proofs for the 

intellectually backwardness of those 

who have damaged the air we breathe and again for the “ 

irrelevance “ of the man-made additions to the human 

body and nature. 

)))))))))))))))))))))))((((((((((((((((((((((( 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Summary  

 
  

  

        (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

  

The Personality 

 

 

I.  Related to Matter and Non-Matter, 

The human body consists among others, following parts 

 

A. The Natural Part 

 

    1.  The Non-Physical Essence or  

Constructional biological (WVLMSFTA etc.) . 

 

     2.  The Non-Physical Property or biological 

 Functional  applications. 

     3. The Non-Physical Individuality 

     4.  The Personality. Etc. 

 

B.   The Un - natural part 

       1.  The Personality as a leading application is natural 



but at the time of birth, people are not aware of their 

existence in this world. they get different 

impulses, they choose by accepting and rejecting and by 

their activities. 

Everybody creates her or his personality. 

This created Personality is made by 

Her or His Natural “ Personality “ application. 

 

C. Mind  (biological USB) 

Is the natural non-physical USB of everybody, 

in which all information, knowledge etc. are  

collected, an important point here? 

Is this point important that mind, like the Physical USB 

or Library, is not aware of its existence? However, the 

Personality uses it for thinking and remembering proper-

ties. 

 

II.     The Personality in different lives and  

                functional positions 

 

A. Physical daily life 

In this life, people are awake and living 

their daily life with the physical body. 

 B. The non-physical life during sleeping time 

In sleeping life, the Personality 

                         does not use the physical body 

 C.    Both with and without the physical body. 

        In this life, despite being awake, the Personality 

leaves the physical body and has her or his “ non-physi-

cal “ activities 

 

 



III.   Individuality 

This is the Sum of all Natural scientific 

capabilities which 

everybody has in her and his creation for 

different activities and thereby 

for developing her or his personality for be-

coming a creation-aimed Personality, 

 for moving towards 

 A. Oneness with the creation-aimed Personality,  

        in relation to “his or her own body” 

  B. In relation to “other people “ 

C. In relation to “other natural creatures “.Thereby 

The Individuality power is very huge and unimaginable 

for the present human. 

 

IV.  Where are the places of Individuality,  

             Personality, mind 

and all other non-physical parts of every person ? 

Related to the matter and non-matter, there are three 

different dimensions, 

 

1. Material or physical universe 

because of being physical, 

it has a “ physical place” for being in, 

2. Non-physical essence and properties 

because of “ not being physical, “ they have no physical 

place, they belong to the non-physical universe. 

3. Togetherness dimension in which, 

the physical universe is constructed and functions 

by non-physical essence and properties. As mentioned 

before, 

the “ physical” creatures and universe are constructed 



and function By 

the“ Non-physical “ essence and properties. 

These constructions and functions mean that 

Despite, 

Not being touchable by the five senses, 

they are “ together “ with the natural creatures and 

because of this togetherness, 

the creatures keep their constructions and functions. 

Without this “ non-physical “ togetherness law, 

there could not exist any of the existing physical be-

ings. 

V.  The Aim of Human Creation 

This view is based on, 

/ Every individual’s NS body 

/ nutrition articles, as NS beings ( not man-made ) 

/ co-relation with other people as NS beings 

/ co-relation with other creatures which are NS beings. 

Everybody's 

Natural Scientific Intellectual Development 

towards 

Relative All Knowerness or 

Everybody's or the Personality’s 

thinking, looking, talking, working etc. ( TLTW etc.) 

 

In oneness with 

I. Her or his own body's essence  ( WVLMSFTA etc.) 

 



II.       Everybody's or the Personality’s 

( TLTW etc.)  oneness with other people's bodies’ 

essence 

III. Everybody's or the Personality’s 

TLTW etc.) oneness with 

the other natural creatures’ essence 

IV.             Everybody's ( TLTW etc.) oneness with the 

MEP  Main Essence and Property namely 

the MER or the Main NS Empirical Reality of the Crea-

tion. 

According to this study , the Creation aim as mentioned 

here is based on 

The human trying to know and practice, among others, 

/ the nutrition subjects 

/ his or her own body 

/ nature, which is NS 

TLTW, again which is Natural Scientific. 

The main remaining point here is 

the universalization of this NS healthy life. 

Not living NS has resulted in the existing world with 

all damages and diseases in which 

even the breathing air is damaged. 

This air pollution is one of the most clear proofs for 

the intellectually backwardness of those 

who has caused this situation. 
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Aim of human creation 

 



 
According to this study, 

 

              Starting point 

 

   In the same way that  

               Human body is constructed   

                By Natural scientific ( WVLMSFTA etc.) 

                                 Or essence and 

                Human body functions by Natural scientific 



 Functional applications, and 

  Thereby 

 Has natural scientific  

                           constructional, functional and aim 

In the same way  

 Personality of every individual, 

                                   can foster 

                                         herself and himself 

                      Natural scientifically and 

So long every personality 

                                    does not think, 

                                    does not talk, 

                                    does not live  

                                                        natural scientifically 

         he or she, thinks, talks and lives wrong, and 

results of this man made thinking, talking and living                   

                                    are 

               so many diseases for human being and 

         damaged earth, oceans air, environment and  space,                                   

we are facing today. 

 

According to this study, 

 

 Among others, 

        Based on , knowing own body, 

                          Knowing nutrition elements and 

                          Knowing creatures around everybody, 

         Is one of the first aims of the human creation, 

                        For living better and better  

                             natural scientifically and 

           Thereby, 

 Developing intellectually, socially, 



     Environmentally and universal, natural scientifically. 

Thereby, 

               Aim of human creation, 

                                           Is  

                          her and his natural scientific 

                      (   WVLMSFTA etc. development and 

 Based on human intellectual relativity, 

                         Her and his intellectual development, 

                    Will be relative all knowerness 

                   She or he , never will be all knower. 

 

                      ((((((((()))))))))((((((((())))))) 

 

Practicability 

              Atom , cell, human brain and the whole 

               Universe are constructed and function 

                           Natural scientific  

              Existence of universe and its function, 

                    Is an undeniable prove for 

                    Practicability of natural scientific life. 

 

Falsification 

                     Falsifiers should prove that   

                     natural scientific life is not possible 

         because, 

                     among others  

                     part of natural scientific researchers, 

                     all the time try to know more and more  

                     human body and nature. 

          They try to know, human mistakes and 

                      Damages as result of human 

                                     Un natural scientific living and 



     They try to avoid man made ( WVLMSFTA etc. ) 

      And follow natural scientific (WVLMSFTA etc.) 

 

                            ((((((((()))))))))((((((((())))))) 

 

 

Three evaluation points 

 

     Unimaginability 

              Living behind present man made societies and 

    Thinking, talking, looking, acting, living 

Natural scientifically, without any man made    intellec-

tual and physical WVLMSFTA etc. 

 is unimaginable but  

  Undeniability  

           This is undeniable that man made intellectual 

and physical WVLMSFTA etc. are not natural scien-

tific and result of this un – natural scientifically is 

All human intellectual, physical, social, environmental 

Etc. diseases and problems. 

 

    The only way 

 Based on undeniability , the only way is 

        the main natural scientific WVLMSFTA etc. 

        and property way. 

  

           

  

   
              (((((((((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))))))) 

 

 



 

 

 

 

   

 

You are welcome, by sending your views to the  

                           following address  

 

           www.futuresocie-

ties.net 

           

info@futuresocieties.net 

      

universeview@futuresocieties.net 
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